
 

ABSTRACT 
Data Mining Techniques has attained its momentum in several areas, and its efficient 

performance in decision support has outperformed and made it a reliable choice. The 

medical world is one such empirical domain in which a perfect decision at right time would 

turn out to be a lifesaver. Several mining techniques already prevailed in the medical world 

with their essence reflected in their advancements still leaving few coins unturned. Among 

them few aspects like disease treatment predictions, drug response similarities, side-effect 

profiles and Drug repositioning leave scope for leveraging performance. Existing 

approaches exhibit lowered accuracy, reliability and high computational complexity with 

huge amounts of multi variant data in medical repositories. Our approach addresses the 

problem of handling multi-variant data influencing the efficiency of mining algorithms by 

proposing a MVDTC (Multivariate Disease Treatment Classification) method in 

combination with the machine learning approaches. The proposed approach succeeds in 

identifying profound treatment that relies on drugs. Drug response similarities play an 

important role in medicine as they help researchers to gain deep insight into drugs. Our 

approach NDRSP (A Novel Drug Response similarity Prediction) permits clustering of drug 

responses based on their similarities, reveal both known and novel drug indications aiding 

better treatment and improved accuracy rates. Drug response similarities aid in  predictive 

validated Drug repositioning mechanisms, as drug development is expensive and time 

consuming which is handled by employing a HCBO (Hybrid correlation based 

optimization), an improved optimization technique. Security of patient health records 

outsourced needs to be improved with prominent security techniques that were adopted in 

the proposed ESF (Enhanced secure framework) method with Anonymity approach. The 

proposed approaches are comparatively successful in attaining ultimate outcomes 

concerning performance metrics like Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and f-measure. The 

strength of our work lies in presenting an efficient approach for elevating enhanced 

decisions in Health care.


